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ABSTRACT: This paper describes stratospheric waves in ERA5 and evaluates the contributions of different types of

waves to the driving of the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). Because of its higher spatial resolution compared to its

predecessors, ERA5 is capable of resolving a broader spectrum of waves. It is shown that the resolved waves contribute to

both eastward and westward accelerations near the equator, mainly by the way of the vertical flux of zonal momentum. The

eastward accelerations by the resolved waves are mainly due to Kelvin waves and small-scale gravity (SSG) waves with

zonal wavelengths smaller than 2000 km, whereas the westward accelerations are forced mainly by SSGwaves, with smaller

contributions from inertio-gravity and mixed Rossby–gravity waves. Extratropical Rossby waves disperse upward and

equatorward into the tropical region and impart a westward acceleration to the zonal flow. They appear to be responsible

for at least some of the irregularities in the QBO cycle.
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1. Introduction

The quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is the dominant

mode of interannual variability in the tropical stratosphere.

It is characterized by alternating, downward-propagating

westerly and easterly zonal wind regimes, with a period of

about 28 months. For reviews of the QBO literature, see

Baldwin et al. (2001) and references therein. The QBO is

driven primarily by equatorial synoptic-scale and gravity

waves dispersing upward from the troposphere into the

stratosphere and interacting with the stratospheric mean

flow (e.g., Lindzen and Holton 1968; Holton and Lindzen

1972; Dunkerton 1997). Latent heat release in precipitating

clouds is the primary source of vertically propagating

stratospheric equatorial waves (e.g., Salby and Garcia 1987;

Stephan and Alexander 2015) that range in periods from

days to minutes and include Kelvin, mixed Rossby–gravity

(MRG), inertio-gravity (IG), and small-scale gravity (SSG)

waves. Extratropical Rossby waves also disperse upward and

equatorward from the winter hemisphere into the tropical re-

gion and interact with the QBO (Kawatani et al. 2010b).

Determining the roles and the precise partitioning between

these various waves in the forcing of the QBO is still an active

area of research (Holt et al. 2021).

The number of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

(CMIP) models that are able to simulate the QBO has in-

creased from none in CMIP3 conducted 10 years ago, to 5 in

CMIP5 7 years ago, to 15 in the current CMIP6 (Richter et al.

2020). Most of these models simulate the period of the QBO

well but underestimate its amplitude at all levels below 20 hPa.

Most of the models have robust Kelvin and MRG waves in the

lower stratosphere, but the forcing varies frommodel to model

and is generally too weak and does not extend high enough

(Giorgetta et al. 2002; Lott et al. 2014; Holt et al. (2021).

Alexander and Ortland (2010), Ern et al. (2014), Vincent and

Alexander (2020), and others have advocated that observa-

tional studies be conducted to help quantify QBO wave

forcings.

Global high-resolution modeling and observational studies

suggest that in the westerly shear zones of the QBO, Kelvin

waves provide about half of the eastward forcing, while the rest

of forcing is provided by SSG waves. In the easterly shear

zones, the SSG waves provide most of the westward forcing

(Kawatani et al. 2010b; Holt et al. (2021).

Given the uncertainties in the contribution of the vari-

ous equatorial waves to the driving of the QBO in the

models, and the unavailability of direct measurements of

wave forcings, arguably the best way to proceed is to use

global datasets derived from reanalyses in which all avail-

able radiosonde observations are assimilated, along with

satellite-observed temperature data from 1979 onward. The

ECMWF interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim, or ERA-I) has

been used extensively for this purpose (e.g., Ern et al. 2014;

Kim and Chun 2015a) and found to be quite reliable in the

tropical lower and middle stratosphere, with a good repre-

sentation of planetary waves (e.g., Ern and Preusse 2009a,b;

Kim et al. 2019). However, in Pahlavan et al. (2021, hereafter

Part I), we showed that the forcing due to the resolved SSG

waves in ERA-I to be negligible, in particular in the easterly

shear zones, consistent with the results of Ern et al. (2014).

Here we revisit theQBOusing ERA5, the fifth generation of

ECMWF atmospheric reanalyses (Hersbach et al. 2020). The

higher spatial resolution in ERA5 compared to ERA-I, and in

particular the higher vertical resolution makes it possible to

resolve a broader spectrum of atmospheric waves and allows
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for a more realistic representation of wave–mean flow inter-

action, all of which are of crucial importance for QBO studies.

For a more detailed description of ERA5 and its representa-

tion of the QBO as compared with ERA-I, we refer the reader

to the Part I of this study.

In Part I, we investigated the dynamics and momentum

budget of theQBO. It was shown that in ERA5, roughly half of

the QBO wave forcing is provided by resolved waves during

the descent of both westerly and easterly regimes. Here in Part

II, we focus on the various atmospheric wave modes and their

roles in driving the QBO. Note that in both Part I and Part II

the terms ‘‘wave driving’’ and ‘‘wave forcing’’ are used inter-

changeably, and refer to a momentum source for the QBO.

Consistent with previous modeling and observational studies,

we find that the eastward accelerations are mainly due to

Kelvin waves and SSG waves, whereas the westward accel-

erations are forced mainly by SSG waves, with smaller

contributions from IG and MRG waves.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we analyze

the equatorial winds and temperatures to reveal the various

wave modes and to investigate how their distribution is medi-

ated by the background flow in association with the QBO

cycle. Section 2 also documents the two-sided wavenumber–

frequency spectra of the equatorial winds and temperature in

ERA5. Section 3 documents the contributions of the momentum

and heat fluxes to the forcing of the QBO, as estimated by de-

composing the Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux divergence. In section 4,

by making use of the two-sided spectra shown in section 2, the

resolved waves are classified into Kelvin, IG, MRG, SSG (here

defined as waves with zonal wavenumbers larger than 20), and

extratropical Rossby waves. Then the role of each wave mode

in driving the QBO is evaluated. The paper concludes with a

summary and a brief discussion in section 5.

2. Identification of equatorial wave modes

a. Time–longitude sections

Figure 1 (top panels) shows time–longitude sections of daily

mean temperature (T0), where the prime denotes deviation

from the zonal mean, over the equator at the 50 hPa (20 km)

level in a westerly shear zone (left) and in an easterly shear

zone (right). Both sections are dominated by fluctuations that

tilt upward toward the right, indicative of eastward-propagating

Kelvin waves with periods of about 15 days, zonal wavenumber

k5 1, 2, and a phase speed around130m s21. As expected on

the basis of theory (Andrews et al. 1987), the waves in the

westerly shear zone are much stronger. The bottom panels

show analogous sections for meridional wind (y0). The waves in
the westerly shear zone (left) at times appear to be standing

oscillations, and overall do not have a well-defined direction of

phase propagation, whereas those in the easterly shear zone

(right) are clearly westward-propagating disturbances with

periods on the order of 4–5 days, zonal wavenumber k ; 4,

and a phase speed of ;220 to ;230m s21, consistent with

MRG waves (Andrews et al. 1987; Kiladis et al. 2016). They

tend to be concentrated within eastward-propagating wave

packets, indicative of an eastward group velocity, which is also

characteristic of MRG waves.

Figure 1 is based on unfiltered daily mean data, and so is

dominated by low frequency, planetary scale waves. To be able

to see the waves with higher frequency and/or smaller zonal

wavelength, the data need to be temporally and/or spatially

filtered. The top panels of Fig. 2 show sections based on

6-hourly data that have been high-pass filtered to retain

frequencies higher than 0.4 cycles per day (hereafter,

cycle day21): zonal wind (u0) over the equator at the 50 hPa

level in a westerly shear zone (left) and in an easterly shear

zone (right). Although they are noisy, these sections are

dominated by eastward- and westward-propagating IG waves,

respectively. Filtering 6-hourly u0 to retain zonal wavenumbers

jkj . 20 reveals a prevalence of eastward-propagating SSG

waves in the westerly shear zones and westward-propagating

waves in the easterly shear zones, respectively. Filtering the

data to separate eastward- and westward-propagating IG and

SSG waves yields a similar result (see Fig. S1 in the online

supplemental material).

b. Wavenumber–frequency spectrum

Figure 3 shows the power spectra of u0 and y0 at 50 hPa,

averaged over 158N–158S, plotted as a function of zonal

wavenumber and frequency after removing the background

spectrum following Wheeler and Kiladis (1999). The vari-

ables are split into symmetric and antisymmetric components

with respect to the equator. The analysis is based on 40 years

(1979–2018) of 6-hourly data with a 96-day window and 65-day

overlap. The theoretical dispersion curves of the equatorial wave

modes (Matsuno 1966; Andrews et al. 1987) are superimposed

on the spectra, for several different equivalent depths (h).

Most of the spectral power in the symmetric zonal wind

spectrum appears along the Kelvin wave dispersion curves at

h; 100 mwith a corresponding phase speed of;30m s21. The

dominant features in the antisymmetric spectra of both the

zonal and meridional wind components are associated with

MRG waves. The band of enhanced power follows the dis-

persion curve for n5 0 toward higher frequencies, well into the

domain of eastward-propagating IG waves. The MRG wave

signal is mostly confined to 0.1 , v , 0.5 cycle day21, and its

peak has periods in the 2.5–5-day range. Enhanced power as-

sociated with equatorial westward IG waves is evident in the

symmetric spectra of the zonal wind. The corresponding power

spectra of temperature and vertical velocity shown in Fig. S2

are consistent with Fig. 3.

These results are generally consistent with the findings of

previous observational and modeling studies. For example,

Kim et al. (2019) showed that the spectrum of zonal and me-

ridional winds at 50 hPa is very similar among several re-

analysis products.

3. Term-by-term breakdown of the wave forcing

In Part I of this study we evaluated the QBO momentum

budget and showed the total forcing by the resolved waves

based on the transformed Eulerian mean (TEM) framework

(Andrews et al. 1987), in which the wave forcing of the mean

flow is proportional to the divergence of the EP flux vector. For

reference, Fig. 4 shows a time–height section of the total wave
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FIG. 1. Equatorial time–longitude sections of (top) daily mean temperature, and (bottom)

meridional wind, in (left) westerly and (right) easterly shear zones of theQBOat 50 hPa. The zonal

mean has been removed. The year is 2015 in the left panels and 2014 in the right panels.
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FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for a shorter time span of 6-hourly zonal wind over the equator. (top) The

data have been high-pass filtered to retain frequencies higher than 0.4 cycle day21. (bottom) The data

are not time filtered, but they are Fourier filtered in longitude to retain zonal wavenumbers higher

than 20.
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forcing near the equator during a 10-yr interval superimposed

upon the distribution of zonal wind itself and Fig. 5 shows the

corresponding meridional cross sections at the times of de-

scending westerly (left) and easterly (right) shear zones in the

QBO, both repeated from Part I. The composites were con-

structed by averaging themonths in which the zero-wind line of

zonally averaged zonal wind over the equator in descending

westerly or easterly shear zones reaches a prescribed reference

level, here taken to be 25hPa (;25km). The zonal-mean forcing

due to EP flux divergence is seen to be generally concentrated

near the zero-wind line in the areas of highest vertical shear of

the zonal winds, especially the eastward forcing in the westerly

shear zone. We refer the reader to the Part I for a more detailed

description of these figures.

FIG. 3. Power spectral density of the (top) symmetric and (bottom) antisymmetric modes of the (left) zonal and

(right) meridional wind perturbations at the 50 hPa level, averaged over 158N–158S, plotted as the ratio of the

computed spectrum to the background spectrum and indicated by shading. The theoretical dispersion curves for

equatorial wave modes with equivalent depths of 25, 50, and 100 are superimposed.

FIG. 4. Time–height section of 6-hourly EP flux divergence (color shading), and zonally

averaged zonal wind (contours), averaged within 58 of the equator. The contour interval is

5m s21, westerlies are solid, easterlies are dashed, and the zero contour is omitted. The results

are based on 6-hourly data, smoothed by a 30-day running mean.
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The forcing due to EP flux divergence can be decomposed into

the contributions of the momentum fluxes (FM 5F
(z)
M 1F

(f)
M ),

and heat fluxes (FH 5F
(z)
H 1F

(f)
H ), where

F
(z)
M 5 r

0
21 ›

›z
[r

0
(2w0u0)] , (1)

F
(f)
M 5 (a cos2f)21 ›

›f
[cos2f(2y0u0)] , (2)

F
(z)
H 5 r

0
21 ›

›z
[r

0
(ff 2 (a cosf)

21
(u cosf)

f
gy0u0/u

z
)] , (3)

F
(f)
H 5 (a cos2f)21 ›

›f
[cos2f(u

z
y0u0/u

z
)] . (4)

The notation follows the conventions described in Part I. We

will refer to FM as the direct forcing by way of the wave fluxes

of zonal momentum and to FH as the indirect forcing by

way of the mean meridional circulations induced by the

poleward heat transports.

Figure 6 shows time–height sections of FM and FH and Fig. 7

shows their meridional distributions in descending westerly

and easterly shear zones. Also shown in Fig. 7 is the transport

of westerly momentum in the meridional plane, which is in the

opposite direction of the EP flux vectors. Note that the direc-

tions of the EP flux and wave propagation in the meridional

cross sections are the same for waves with westward (intrinsic)

phase velocities, whereas they are in opposite directions for

waves with eastward phase velocities (Andrews et al. 1983).

Hence, during the descent of both westerly and easterly phases,

the waves are dispersing upward near the equator, but the EP

flux is downward during the descending westerly phase, as they

FIG. 5. Composite fields of EP flux divergence (color shading), EP flux (vectors), and zonally averaged zonal wind

(contours) for descending (left) westerly and (right) easterly shear zones of the QBO. In the westerly shear zone,

the longest vertical components of the arrows correspond to 5.2 3 108 kg s22, while the longest horizontal com-

ponents correspond to 1.5 3 1011 kg s22. In the easterly shear zone, the arrows are scaled to be twice as long. The

contour interval is 7.5m s21, westerlies are solid, easterlies are dashed, and the zero contour is bolded.

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but the total forcing is decomposed into the contributions of the (top)

momentum fluxes and (bottom) heat fluxes.
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are dominated by eastward-propagating waves. Also note that

the wave propagation (dispersion) refers to the direction of the

phase (group) velocity of the wave.

It is evident that FM is the dominant contributor to the EP

flux forcing and that it plays an essential role in driving the

QBO. It is strongest in the shear zones, where it reaches

values as high as 60.6 m s21 day21 at times of peak acceler-

ations. The top panels of Fig. 7 show that the eastward ac-

celerations are concentrated within descending westerly

shear zones, with off-equatorial maxima. In contrast, weak

westward accelerations extend throughout much of the of

easterly wind regimes, maintaining them in the presence of

poleward flow induced by radiative damping of the QBO-

related temperature perturbations, as described in Part I.

The main purpose of including FH in Figs. 6 and 7 is to

demonstrate that it is only of minor importance in the forcing

of the QBO. However, its structure in the vicinity of de-

scending westerly shear zones, with eastward forcing over

the equator flanked by westward accelerations, renders the

meridional structure of the total forcing smoother than that

of the FM forcing, with a maximum over the equator, as

shown in Fig. 5.

The corresponding four-term decomposition based on Eqs.

(1)–(4) is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . The term F
(z)
M involving the

vertical fluxes of zonal momentum is by far the largest of the

four terms (note that the contour interval is doubled relative to

that of the other terms) and is also the dominant contributor to

FM in Figs. 6 and 7. The heat flux term F
(z)
H , is zero on the

equator, where the Coriolis force vanishes, but it exhibits

highly structured off-equatorial features, with dipoles of ac-

celerations in the vicinity of the westerly shear zone with

maxima ;108N/S, which project weakly upon the equatorial

time–height section shown in Fig. 8. It contributes to the de-

scent of the easterly shear zones and it tends to spread the

easterly wind regimes into subtropical latitudes while weak-

ening them at lower latitudes.

The term F
(f)
M is dominated by the westward acceleration

induced by the poleward transport of westerly momentum

(y0u0) by the extratropical waves in the winter hemisphere,

which is evidently modulated by the QBO. The westward

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but the total EP flux is decomposed into the contributions of the (top) momentum fluxes

and (bottom) heat fluxes.
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accelerations protrude deeper into the tropics in the westerly

regimes, thereby weakening them. The flux divergence exhibits

distinct equatorial maxima, which also act to weaken the

westerly regimes. It also exhibits a rather intricate pattern

within and just below the westerly shear zones consisting of a

westward forcing on the equator, flanked by eastward forcing

centered ;108N/S. Hence, this term acts to retard the descent

of the westerlies close to the equator while accelerating it away

from the equator, thereby reducing the curvature of the shear

zone and broadening the westerly regime and preventing it

from becoming inertially unstable. It is notable that F
(f)
H

displays a similar pattern in the westerly shear zone that is of

roughly comparable magnitude but opposing sign.

4. Wave-by-wave breakdown of the forcing

The forcing attributable to each type of wave is calculated

after splitting the perturbation variables in Eqs. (1)–(4) within

the domain 12.58N–12.58S into equatorially symmetric and

antisymmetric components. Each component is then spec-

trally transformed into the zonal wavenumber–frequency

(k–v) domain and filtered to retain eastward- and westward-

propagating waves in prescribed domains. Following con-

ventions used in previous studies such as Kim and Chun

(2015a), and based on the spectral analysis above (Fig. 3 and

Fig. S2), the perturbations for the Kelvin waves are restricted

to 1 # k # 20 and v , 0.4 cycle day21 in the symmetric

spectrum, and those for the MRG waves are restricted to jkj#
20 and 0.1 # v # 0.5 cycle day21 in the antisymmetric spec-

trum. Hence in this paper, the MRG waves refer to both the

westward- and eastward-propagating (EIG) n 5 0 waves,

where n is the index of the Legendre polynomial, as both

components comprise a continuum of wave activity as dis-

cussed in Kiladis et al. (2016) and Dias and Kiladis (2016).

Spectral components that are not defined as Kelvin and MRG

waves are considered as Rossby waves if jkj # 20 and v , 0.4

cycle day21, and IG waves if jkj # 20 and v $ 0.4 cycle day21.

Perturbations with jkj . 20 (i.e., wavelengths shorter than

2000 km) are classified as SSG waves regardless of their fre-

quency and direction of propagation.

The equatorial time–height section and the meridional cross

section for the forcing by each of the five wave modes are

shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively, and the contributions of

the heat andmomentum fluxes to the total forcing of eachwave

mode in the westerly and easterly shear zones are shown in

Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.

The eastward acceleration attributable to the Kelvin wave is

concentrated in the westerly shear zones (Fig. 10). It exhibits a

nearly Gaussian shape in latitude centered on the equator

(Fig. 11), and mainly results from the vertical flux of zonal

momentum (Fig. 12). The Kelvin wave forcing dominates the

eastward acceleration in the middle and lower stratosphere,

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 4, but the total flux is decomposed into the contributions of each term of the

EP flux in Eqs. (1)–(4), as indicated.
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reaching values as high as 10.5m s21 day21 in strong shear

zones, consistent with previous estimates. For example,

Alexander and Ortland (2010) used temperature measure-

ments from the High Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder

(HIRDLS), and estimated that about half of the acceleration in

the eastward shear zone is due to Kelvin waves, with a typical

magnitude of about 10.5m s21 day21. Similarly, Kim and

Chun (2015a), using ERA-I model level data at 30 hPa, found

that the Kelvin wave dominates the resolved forcing in the

westerly shear zone, with accelerations of about 7–13m s21

month21 (;0.2–0.4m s21 day21).

Also shown in Fig. 11 are the EP fluxes. As was mentioned

earlier, the direction of the EP flux and wave propagation are

opposed to each other for waves with eastward phase velocity

such as Kelvin waves, and eastward-propagating SSG and IG

waves. Hence the corresponding EP fluxes are downward in

the westerly shear zone composites because the waves are

dispersing upward (Fig. 11). Note that the easterly jet in the

lower stratosphere provides a favorable environment for the

upward dispersion of eastward-propagating waves originating

in the troposphere.

It is evident from Fig. 11 that during the descent of the

westerly regimes (left), the Kelvin waves disperse upward

through the easterly regime in the lower stratosphere and

into the middle stratosphere. Note that Kelvin waves

can disperse upward through an easterly background flow

without appreciable dissipation. Kelvin waves are absorbed

when they encounter a westerly shear zone, imparting a

strong eastward acceleration. When the westerly jet is lo-

cated in the lower stratosphere (right panel), the Kelvin

waves dissipate in the lower stratosphere, and thus, their

amplitudes in the middle and upper stratosphere are very

small. It is also evident from Fig. 11 that as the Kelvin waves

dissipate within the westerly shear zone, their EP fluxes

tend to diverge outward from the equatorial belt, consistent

with results from Kawatani et al. (2010b) and Kim and

Chun (2015b).

The SSG waves produce eastward accelerations in the

westerly shear zones and westward accelerations in easterly

shear zones of comparable magnitude, and appear to be pri-

marily responsible for the episodes of rapid descent of easterly

shear zones (Fig. 10) (Part I). It is evident from Fig. 11 that

during the descent of the westerly shear zones, the waves dis-

perse upward through the easterly regime over a broad range

of latitudes and converge into the westerly shear zone, inducing

an eastward acceleration over a broad arc in the meridional

plane. During the descent of the easterly shear zones, the SSG

waves propagate through the narrow westerly jet and dissipate

in the easterly shear zone above it, inducing a westward

acceleration.

The accelerations due to SSG waves range as high as

60.3 (60.4) m s21 day21 in strong shear zones around 30

(10) hPa pressure level (Fig. 10), and are almost entirely a

result of the vertical flux of zonal momentum (Figs. 12 and 13).

These values are generally consistent with the results from

(Kawatani et al. 2010b,a), who used a high-resolution atmo-

spheric general circulation model (60 km horizontal and 300m

vertical resolution), in which waves with short horizontal

wavelengths were modeled explicitly and no gravity wave pa-

rameterization was required. They estimated accelerations of

about 60.4m s21 day21 due to the gravity waves with k . 11

(wavelengths smaller than ;3600 km) averaged over 108N–

108S, at 30 hPa, based on which they concluded that the gravity

waves with zonal wavelengths #1000 km are the main contrib-

utors to the descent of the easterly shear zones in the simulated

QBO. We refer the reader to Figs. 11 and 12 of Part I of this

study for a comparison between the contributions of SSG waves

and planetary-scale waves to the forcing of the QBO in ERA5.

The IG waves contribute a small eastward forcing below

10 hPa during the descent of the westerly shear zones, while

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 5, but the total flux is decomposed into the contributions of each term of the EP flux in Eqs. (1)–(4), as indicated.
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they play a more significant role in the descent of the easterly

shear zones (Figs. 10 and 11). The propagation pattern of the

IG waves is different from that in SSG waves (Fig. 11). During

the descent of the westerly shear zones, the easterly back-

ground wind in the lower stratosphere increases the intrinsic

frequencies of the eastward-propagating IG waves, thus forc-

ing the IGwaves to propagatemore vertically. As the IGwaves

approach the westerly shear zone, their intrinsic frequencies

become smaller and the waves tend to propagate more me-

ridionally, depositing most of their eastward momentum off

the equator as they dissipate. In contrast, the IG waves do not

show substantial vertical propagation during the descent of the

easterly shear zones, consistent with results of Kim and Chun

(2015b). These IG waves propagate equatorward, converge

within the westerly jet and deposit most of their westward

momentum when they dissipate in the easterly shear zone

above it.

Decomposing the EP flux also reveals another contributing

factor to the weak eastward forcing by the IG waves (Figs. 12

and 13): during the descent of westerly shear zones, the ac-

celerations due to F
(f)
M and F

(z)
H oppose that of the F

(z)
M , leading

to an overall weak eastward acceleration along the westerly

shear zone (Fig. 11). In contrast, in descending easterly shear

zones, F
(z)
M induces a westward acceleration, strongest within

the easterly regimes, which is reinforced by F
(f)
M in the easterly

shear zone, close to the equator (Fig. 13). The combined

forcing results in a relatively strong westward acceleration,

particularly close to the equator (Fig. 11).

The MRG waves induce only a weak westward accelera-

tion near the equator in both westerly and easterly shear

zones with comparable magnitude (Figs. 10 and 11), sugges-

tive of in situ generation owing to the instability of the QBO

westerly jet as discussed (e.g., Maury and Lott 2014; Kim and

Chun 2015b; Garcia and Richter 2019, hereafter GR). In

agreement, it was also shown by Giorgetta et al. (2002, 2006)

and Kawatani et al. (2010b,a) that MRG waves play a minor

role in the descent of the easterly shear zones in general

circulation models.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 4, but the total flux is decomposed into the contributions of each type of

wave, as indicated.
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During the descent of the westerly shear zones, the MRG

waves induce eastward accelerations at around 108N/S and

westward accelerations near the equator. In descending east-

erly shear zones, the MRG waves converge near the equator,

while the vertical component of the EP flux is quite small,

suggesting the stratospheric generation of the MRG waves

rather than upward dispersion from the troposphere, consis-

tent with results of Kim and Chun (2015b) based on numerical

experiments with the Hadley Centre Global Environment

Model, version 2 (HadGEM2).

It is evident fromFigs. 12 and 13 thatMRGwestward forcing

is due to F
(f)
M in the westerly shear zone, while it is mostly re-

sulted fromF
(f)
H in the easterly shear zone. Figure 13 shows that

the ratio of F
(z)
M to F

(z)
H inMRGwaves is approximately 1 to22,

which is consistent with the theoretical estimation (Andrews

et al. 1987).

Figure 10 shows that the Rossby wave forcing is strong in the

upper stratosphere, where it tends to occur in phase with

easterly accelerations in the semiannual oscillation, but not

always. The corresponding meridional cross section shown in

Fig. 11 shows extratropical Rossby waves dispersing into the

tropical stratosphere and dissipating, inducing a westward ac-

celeration. We have confirmed that the dispersion is almost

exclusively from the winter hemisphere, where the waves are

able to disperse upward and equatorward from their tropo-

spheric sources through the westerly waveguide (not shown). It

is evident from Fig. 11 that the latitude to which the Rossby

waves are able to penetrate is modulated by the QBO. They

penetrate deeper into westerly wind regimes, and dissipate

along the outer edges of easterly regimes, broadening them by

extracting westerly momentum. Therefore, although they are

not essential to the mechanisms that give rise to the QBO,

Rossby waves evidently influence the QBO, as suggested by

Dickinson (1968). On the basis of results of experiments with a

simple numerical model Dunkerton (1983) argued that Rossby

waves can indeed provide part of the forcing of the easterly

phase of QBO.

A significant westward forcing is discernible in F
(f)
M panel of

Fig. 8 and Rossby waves panel of Fig. 10 just before the dis-

ruption of the QBO in early 2016 when an easterly jet unex-

pectedly formed in the lower stratosphere at ;40 hPa during

an westerly phase. Newman et al. (2016), Osprey et al. (2016),

and Coy et al. (2017) have suggested that this disruption

was due to the propagation of Rossby waves from theNorthern

Hemisphere (NH) midlatitudes into the tropical region.

Barton and McCormack (2017) argued that NH subtropical

easterly jet was anomalously weak during this event due to the

timing of the QBO relative to the annual cycle and an excep-

tionally strong El Niño, which allowed Rossby waves from the

NH midlatitudes to penetrate all the way to the equator near

the 40 hPa level. Lin et al. (2019) argued that MRG waves also

made an appreciable contribution to the disruption.

A second, similar QBO disruption, which began in

September 2019 (not shown) has also been attributed to the

westward forcing by dissipating Rossby waves from the winter

hemisphere, but this time from the Southern Hemisphere

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 5, but the total flux is decomposed into

the contributions of each type of wave, as indicated. The longest

vertical components of the arrows correspond to 9 3 107 kg s22,

while the longest horizontal components correspond to 1.3 3
1011 kg s22. For the Rossby waves, the arrows are scaled to be

twice as short.
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(Anstey et al. 2020). These two disruptions suggest that ex-

tratropical Rossby waves may be responsible for at least some

of the irregularities in the QBO cycle.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we have documentedQBO-related wave–mean

flow interactions in ERA5. ERA5, which has high spatial and

particularly vertical resolution, makes it possible to resolve a

broader spectrum of atmospheric waves and to better capture

their interaction with the mean flow.

By filtering the resolved waves based on frequency and

zonal wavelengths, we have documented the contribution of

various types of waves to the forcing of the QBO, which is

qualitatively summarized in Table 1. The descent of the west-

erly shear zones is mainly attributable to the Kelvin waves,

with a significant contribution of SSG waves, both of which

contribute mainly by way of the vertical flux of zonal mo-

mentum (F
(z)
M ). In addition to the downward propagation of the

westerly regime, the Kelvin and SSG waves are responsible for

its maintenance in the presence of the strong westward forcing

induced by Rossby waves. That the eastward acceleration by

the eastward-propagating IG waves is weak below 10 hPa

(Fig. 10), is attributable to the fact that their contributions by

F
(z)
M tend to cancel by way of the vertical flux of heat (F

(z)
H ) and

by way of the meridional flux of zonal momentum (F
(f)
M ). The

westward acceleration is mainly due to the SSG waves, with

smaller contributions from IG andMRGwaves (Figs. 10 and 11

and Table 1). These results are in agreement with those of other

studies based on general circulation models (e.g., Giorgetta et al.

2006; Evan et al. 2012; Krismer et al. 2013) and also with obser-

vational studies (e.g., Ern and Preusse 2009a; Alexander and

Ortland 2010; Ern et al. 2014), which indicate that small-scale

gravity waves are just as important in forcing the descent of

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but the forcing of each wave is decomposed into the contributions of each term of the EP flux in the composite

for the descending westerly shear zone.
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QBO westerly wind regimes as Kelvin waves, and that they

dominate the wave forcing of easterly regimes.

Somewhat different results were obtained by GR based

on experiments with the Whole Atmosphere Community

Climate Model (WACCM). Their results suggest that the

westward acceleration near the equator is due mainly to

westward-propagating MRG waves with zonal wavenumbers

in the range k 5 4–12 which are generated in situ due to

barotropic instability of the QBO westerly jet. The MRG

waves in WACCM produce a pattern of EP flux divergence

that includes strong westward acceleration close to the

equator and eastward acceleration farther from the equator

(their Fig. 9), similar to our MRG acceleration pattern in the

westerly shear zones (our Fig. 11). As a possible explanation

of the difference between their results and those of Kawatani

et al. (2010b,a), they suggested that averaging accelerations

over more than 58 of latitude might have obscured the forcing

due to the MRG waves in the previous studies. However, this

is not the case in the present study, because, like them, we

meridionally average over only 58 of latitude, yet we still find

that the westward acceleration due to the MRG waves is

negligible, even though we include the eastward portion of

the n 5 0 continuum in our definition of the MRG space–

time domain.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for composite for the descending easterly shear zone.

TABLE 1. Overview of the contribution of various types of waves

to the forcing of the QBO near the equator. A positive (negative)

sign denotes eastward (westward) forcing. A single (double) sign

denotes weaker (stronger) contribution, while a blank indicates

insignificant contribution.

Kelvin SSG IG MRG Rossby

Westerly regime 1 1 2
Westerly shear zone 1 1 1 1 2
Easterly regime 2 2
Easterly shear zone 2 2 2 2
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A possible explanation of the differences between GR’s

results based onWACCM and the results based on simulations

using models with higher spatial resolution is the interaction

between resolved and parameterized waves. The resolved

waves act to prevent instability in the flow driven by the pa-

rameterized gravity wave driving (Cohen et al. 2013). GR’s

results suggest that the MRG waves in WACCM are indeed

generated in situ to prevent/reduce the excess of parame-

terized gravity wave drag in the WACCM that causes the

QBO westerly jet to become unstable (their Fig. 7b). If the

drag by the unresolved waves is not really as strong as its

representation in WACCM, then the MRG waves found by

GR might not exist in nature. The forcing by the resolved

waves in our study should be less subject to this artificial

compensation problem. Even if the gravity wave parame-

terization in ERA5 is not perfect, the analyzed dynamical

fields, including the resolved waves, should be reasonably

realistic because they are based on extensive observational

data that have been assimilated into the model using state-of-

the-art data assimilation techniques (Hersbach et al. 2020).

Furthermore, the parameterized gravity wave drag in ERA5

appears to act to reduce, rather than create instabilities in the

zonally symmetric flow in the tropical stratosphere, as dis-

cussed in Part I.
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